



Abstract Act-based theories of content hold that propositions are identical to acts
of predication that we perform in thought and talk. To undergo an occurrent thought
with a particular content just is to perform the act of predication that individuates that
content. But identifying the content of a thought with the performance of an act of
predication makes it difficult to explain the intentionality of bouletic mental activity,
like wanting and desiring. In this paper, I argue that this difficulty is insurmountable:
the contents of occurrent desires cannot be determined by acts of predication.
Keywords: occurrent attitudes; desire; propositions; act theory; intentionality; mental repre-
sentation
1 Introduction
My aim in this paper is to show that a plausible account of how thoughts get their
contents (a solution to the problem of ‘cognitive contact’) cannot explain how desires
get their contents.1 The account in question says that to have an occurrent thought
is to perform an act of predication, and that thoughts have the contents they do
because we perform acts of predication that individuate those contents. I argue that
* Thanks to Ray Buchanan, Bryce Dalbey, Maegan Fairchild, Cory Juhl, Alex Rausch, and Mark
Sainsbury.
1 Here and throughout I use ‘thought’ to refer to an occurrent, representational mental event, rather
than the content of that event.
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performing an act of predication is not a necessary condition on having an occurrent
desire, and that having an occurrent desire is not an act of predication.
At the very least this raises a question about how such attitudes make contact
with propositions. This also makes significant trouble for the act theory of content,
which holds that propositions are types of activities we perform when we speak and
think. Act-theoretic accounts of content hold that propositions are structured entities
whose constituents are cognitive acts that individuate objects and properties (acts
of referring to objects and expressing properties).2 Act theories have recently been
defended by Peter Hanks (2011, 2015) and Scott Soames (2013, 2014, 2015, 2016).3
Though their views differ in several crucial respects, both Hanks and Soames
agree that propositions are identical to acts of predication, whereby an agent com-
bines reference to an object and expression of a property.4 The proposition that a
is F is identical to the act of predicating Fness of a (Soames 2015, p. 16). Stephen
Schiffer nicely articulates the explanatory aims of the act theory of content:
[R]ather than take the disastrous course of locating the source of
intentionality in the propositions agents entertain when they predicate
a property Φ of a thing o and then explaining an agent’s predicating
2 In this paper, ‘mental content’, ‘content’, and ‘propositions’ are used interchangeably. However,
these things are distinguished wherever possible from truth conditional mental content, content, and
propositions. This will not matter a whole lot for our purposes, but it reflects an idiosyncracy of
Hanks’ view.
3 See also Recanati 2019, Reiland 2012. Ancestors of this view can be found in the work of Searle
(1969) and Strawson (1950) on performance based conceptions of meaning and expressive accounts
of reference, respectively.
4 As we will see in the next section, even this is a bit quick; it would be more appropriate to say that
both agree that propositions are identical to acts of reference and expression performed under some
‘mode of combination’ (Hanks 2015, p. 26), such as predicating.
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Φ of o in terms of her entertaining a proposition that predicates Φ of
o, we should instead reverse the direction of explanation and locate
the source of intentionality in the agent’s predicating Φ of o and then
explain how the proposition she entertains can predicate Φ of o in
terms of the agent’s predicating Φ of o (Schiffer 2016, p. 8).
Thinking is a kind of doing, and what you do in a particular instance of thinking
(episode of thought) determines the content of your thought.
Taking propositions to be cognitive acts means holding that our basic cognitive
contact with propositions comes via a particular type of occurrent mental activity.
This gives us a compelling answer to the question of how our thoughts come to
have the propositional contents that they do. In order to think that p, an agent has to
perform an act of predication that individuates p.5
The act theory of content is thus able to tell a satisfying story about how contents
figure into cognition, narrowly construed to cover doxastic attitudes. These include
intentional states (like believing that p) as well as intentional activities (like judging
that p or wondering whether p).6
In what follows, I argue that an act theory of content in particular – but also
anyone who endorses the view that cognitive contact is a matter of predication –
will have significant difficulty explaining the intentionality of bouletic attitudes,
like desiring, hoping, and wanting. The reason for this is that an agent can undergo
such attitudes without any particular act of predication being performed. This paper
5 This idea – that mental activity is what determines the content of a thought – can be adopted by those
who reject the stronger claim that the content is identical to that activity (Reiland 2012).
6 I follow Crane (2013) in drawing a distinction between occurrent thoughts, which are like events, and
non-occurrent attitudes, which are states.
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proceeds as follows. In Section 2 I give a more detailed explanation of act theories
of content, and in Section 3 I explain how act theories of content propose to analyze
the intentionality of occurrent attitudes. In Section 4 I argue that bouletic attitudes
like desire cannot be traced to acts of predication, even when they clearly involve
specifiable propositional contents. I conclude the paper by saying some things about
why we might think that desires are less intimately cognitively connected with
propositional contents than their doxastic counterparts; I suggest a way forward for
cognitive conceptions of content (Section 5).
2 Act Theories of Content
Consider a sentence expressing a proposition about my pet parrot, Rodrigo:7
(1) Rodrigo is red.
The act theory of content holds that ((1)) is identical to the type of act: predicating
the property of being red of Rodrigo. Following Hanks (2011), we can represent this
as follows:
(2) Θ <Rodrigo, RED>
Θ is a placeholder for the attitude type under which the act is performed; Rodrigo
is a type of action we perform in referring to Rodrigo; RED is a type of action we
perform in expressing the property of redness (Hanks 2011, p. 13). But in thinking
7 I take it that what it is for a structured proposition to be ‘about’ an object is for it to either have that
object – or a concept of that object (Sainsbury 2018), or act of reference to that object (Hanks 2011)
– as a constituent (a singular proposition), or for it to denote that object by generalizing over it (a
general proposition).
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that Rodrigo is red, it is not as though I identify each of these things (Rodrigo, RED)
separately and then combine them: I identify Rodrigo as red. Predicating redness of
Rodrigo is thus a type of act that combines an expression of the property of redness
with referring to Rodrigo. This type of act can be performed by anyone with the
ability to refer to Rodrigo, and the ability to express the property of redness.8
Proposition-individuating cognitive acts can be performed under a number of
different representational modalities (presumably any modality under which someone
can refer to an object and express a property). For example, someone could perform
the proposition that Rodrigo is red by visualizing Rodrigo as red, or through non-
visual imagination, perception, speech, and perhaps even non-conscious cognition.9
No modality under which we perform an act that individuates the proposition that
Rodrigo is red is more fundamental than any other. These are ‘different ways of
predicating, not different doings in addition to predicating’ (Soames 2015, p. 22).
This still does not tell us anything about what the relevant sense is of combining
a property with an object in thought. It is here – on the question of the nature of the
combinatorial act Θ – where Soames and Hanks disagree. To explain how Θ is a
8 ‘Referring’ and ‘expressing’ are, of course, expressions with a lot of their own baggage. We might
think of these as acts whereby someone identifies an object or property. This could mean narrowing
one’s focus to that object (Dickie 2015), tracking that object (Millikan 1984), or directing one’s
attention, where this is mediated by some sort of an epistemic connection. This is something we
do in language, thought, and behavior. Hanks (2015) notes the remarkable case of wasps who are
trained to detect TNT; these creatures can ‘identify’ landmines, and as a result are able to perform the
behavioral analogue of something we do in thought.
9 Though Soames holds that occurrent thought can be non-conscious (Soames 2015, p. 21) this is not
uncontroversial. Arguments to the contrary can be found in Crane 2013, Mendelovici 2010, and
recent work on cognitive phenomenology and phenomenal intentionality. Hanks (2015) suggests that
content-individuating cognitive acts are necessarily intentional.
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placeholder for the type of attitude under which an act of predication is performed
requires first explaining a distinction between committal (Hanks 2011, 2015) and
noncommittal (Soames 2015, 2016) notions of predication.
2.1 Committal Predication – Hanks
Hanks holds that all proposition-individuating acts of predication are judgments,
which involve making a commitment to the truth of that proposition.10 Hanks takes
predication to be a manifestation of our ability to sort objects by their properties – an
activity which, on the face of it, appears to commit us to something. Hanks (2011)
represent judgments with a ‘`’ operator:
(3) ` <Rodrigo, RED>
According to Hanks, the committal force of a judgment is cancelled when, for
example, a proposition occurs in the antecedent of a conditional.
Hanks holds that there are other proposition-individuating acts besides committal
judgment (though in Hanks’ idiolect these will not be acts of ‘predication’). However,
these propositions will have other sorts of satisfaction-conditions besides truth-
conditions. For example, we might represent acts of inquiring and commanding as
follows:
(4) ?<Rodrigo, RED>
10 The notion that all acts of entertaining an object a as F carry a belief-like commitment is somewhat
unintutive, but not mplausible. On the ‘Spinozan Theory’ defended by Mandelbaum (2014), people
‘do not have the ability to contemplate propositions that arise in the mind, whether through perception
or imagination, before believing them’ (p. 61; see also Spinoza 1677). Spinoza’s view seems to be
exactly what Hanks has in mind, though as far as I know these views have not been compared.
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(5) ! <Rodrigo, RED>
Wondering whether a is F or hoping that a is F are, for Hanks, ways of combining
objects and properties – in speech, thought, and behavior – that do not involve
forming a judgment. Forming a judgment that Rodrigo is red is the only way of
performing (1). Wondering whether Rodrigo is red and commanding Rodrigo to be
red are not ways of performing (1), but they are ways of performing propositions
with identical constituents to (1) – those constituents being: an act of referring to
Rodrigo and an expression of redness – and with satisfaction conditions that are
identical to the truth conditions of (1).
2.2 Non-Committal Predication – Soames
Soames, on the other hand, treats predication as a non-committal activity. Soames
holds that judgments, questions, and imperatives are each different ways we can
perform an act of predication that individuates a proposition. Soames posits a
noncommital core component for all of the attitudes - he calls it entertaining - which
he describes as ‘an act that is performed in various ways by agents who bear any of
the more specialized attitudes, in something like the way in which traveling from
point A to point B is something one does when one walks, jogs, runs, crawls, or in
general moves from A to B’ (Soames 2015, p. 223-224). We can represent Soames’
non-committal act of predication as follows:
(6) | <Rodrigo, RED>
According to Soames, acts of predication can be committal (judgments), but they
can be non-committal as well, such as when one merely imagines, or visualizes
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something. Acts of predication can also be things that do not seem truth-evaluable at
all: inquisitive acts like wondering or questioning, and bouletic acts like desiring or
wanting. However, Soames holds that the acts of entertaining performed by these
atttitude types still individuate truth-conditional contents.11
Soames is a bit less upfront than Hanks about what predication is meant to be.
As Schiffer (2016) notes:
To perform a cognitive proposition one “identifies” an object o,
“identifies” a property φ , and then one predicates φ of o, but ‘these
actions needn’t be either ones we intentionally perform or ones of
which we’re consciously aware ... Soames doesn’t define what it is to
“identify” an object or a property, and he doesn’t define what it is for
an agent to predicate a property of a thing’ (S3)
Thus, the predication of redness of Rodrigo is simply that thing which is common
to all the different ways in which we might have a thought with the propositional
content that Rodrigo is red (i.e., a thought that represents Rodrigo as red). On
Soames’ picture we might think of predicating as a kind of thinking about something
11 At first pass it might seem like what Soames calls ‘judge’ Hanks calls ‘predicate’, and what Hanks
thinks of as ‘combining a property with an object’ (2015; p. 25), Soames calls ‘predicate’. Note that
this does not settle the main difference between Hanks and Soames, which is that Soames holds that
there are force-neutral acts of mere entertaining, and Hanks holds that even these are judgments.
(Even this does not quite get to the heart of things. For Soames a judgment can be thought of as
a distinctive event of predicating and an evaluation of that event, whereas for Hanks this position
is incoherent. However, Soames also notes that he is inclined towards a view on which judgments
are simply a special way of entertaining – a position he seems to double down on in Soames 2016
– in which case his and Hanks’ disagreement is over the existence of a certain kind of thought:
entertaining.)
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as something; an act whereby an agent represents an object as possessing some
property, either to herself or to someone else. Drawing Rodrigo with a red crayon,
commanding Rodrigo ‘Be red!’, asking if Rodrigo is red, are all ways of representing
Rodrigo as red, and thus ways of predicating redness of Rodrigo (and thus ways of
performing (1)).
3 Occurrent Attitudes and Standing States
Propositions play two different roles in a theory of mental representation: they are the
objects of standing mental states and also the objects of occurrent attitudes. Standing
mental states persist in an individual regardless of her current mental activity. As
Crane (2013) puts it, a standing mental state ‘persists beyond its manifestations’
(p. 10). A person can be truthfully ascribed with the belief that there is cake in the
fridge regardless of whether she is currently thinking about cake or the fridge. The
ascription can even be true when the subject is asleep.
The act theory of content holds that propositions are individuated by occurrent
mental activity. As such, the act theory of content is first and foremost a theory of
the intentionality of occurrent mental events. We come into cognitive contact with
propositions by performing the attitudes that individuate those propositions.
Occurrent attitudes are temporally extended manifestations of standing mental
states. They are events with a start and finish; occurrences with a temporal location.12
Occurrent attitudes are active, where this is to be understood in the following way: a
12 Bartlett (2017) notes that philosophers have often tried to characterize occurrent attitudes by the
fact that they are attitudes which are conscious to the agent undergoing them, whereas standing
mental states are not (Crane 2013, Gertler 2011, Kriegel 2011). Soames (2015) explicitly rejects this
distinction (see also Bartlett 2017, Tye & Wright 2011).
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thought’s being active is a necessary condition on its affecting rational action. An
attitude is active if it plays some role in deliberation or rational action (Bartlett 2017,
Goldman 1970). Goldman states that ‘an occurrent want is a mental event or mental
process’ (Goldman 1970, 86) that underwrites an agent’s rational behavior.
The picture of occurrent cognitive attitudes we end up with will be slightly
different depending on which version of the act theory you endorse. Below is what
each version of the theory says about occurrent attitudes with truth-conditional
contents.
• Noncommittal (Soames): Truth-conditional contents can be individuated by
acts of predication with different attitudinal components.13 Every occurrent
attitude just is an act of predication (entertaining a as F) that individuates a
proposition.
• Committal (Hanks): Truth-conditional contents can only be individuated by
judgments (occurrent attitudes which commit us to a combination of object
and property); other occurrent attitudes with truth-conditional contents are
different ways of expressing judgments. Other occurrent attitudes may have
non-truth-conditional contents, and these may be individuated differently.
For Soames, having a desire that p (where p is a truth-conditional content) will
involve a non-committal act of predication. To desire that Rodrigo be blue just is to
perform the following act of predication in a particular way:
(7) | <Rodrigo, BLUE>
13 I borrow the notion of an ‘attitudinal component’ from (Crane 2013).
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For Hanks, desiring that p will involve a committal act of predication, the commit-
ment of which is then cancelled. Thus, the desire that Rodrigo be blue involves the
performance of:
(8) ` <Rodrigo, BLUE>
Before moving on, it is worth noting that Hanks (2015) suggests (albeit briefly) an
alternative picture of desiring, which I think brings his view a lot closer to Soames’.
Hanks suggests that desiring involves mentally performing an imperative. To desire
that Rodrigo be blue is to perform:
(9) ! <Rodrigo, BLUE>
That is: it is to mentally direct Rodrigo to be blue.14 Whatever performing a mental
imperative is, it must involve ‘combining a property with an object’ in thought. Thus,
we can treat this as an instance (albeit a very specific one) of Soames’ notion of non-
committal predication. The only difference will be that Hanks takes the activity in
(10) to individuate a proposition with satisfaction conditions but not truth-conditions.
Nevertheless, to refute Soames’ claim that occurrent desire involves entertain-
ing an object a as F is also to refute Hanks’ claim that occurrent desire involves
‘combining’ a and F in thought. On either view, cognitive contact with propositions
comes via occurrent attitudes, and on either view occurrent attitudes involve the
combination in thought of object and property.15
14 This suggestion bears some resemblance to recent work connecting pain with imperatival content;
see (Klein 2015) or, for an even more recent piece, see (Barlassina & Hayward forthcoming).
15 Much of the discussion surrounding mental representation is focused on standing mental states
(especially belief). Other theorists have appealed to a notion of basic cognitive contact which they
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4 Underspecified Desires
One of the central claims of the act theory of content is that intentional mental activity
has the content it does in virtue of an act of predication (where one combines object
and property in thought) being performed. But not all intentional mental activity
with propositional content seems to involve combining objects with properties in
thought.
The theory of cognitive contact provided by the act theory must extend to
bouletic attitudes; these are attitudes - like hope, want, desire - which are aimed
at the obtainment of an object or the realization of a state of affairs (Anscombe
1963). To undergo an occurrent desire is to undergo mental activity with a particular
intentionality. To undergo an occurrent desire that p is to undergo mental activity
with the intentionality p, and thus for the act theorist it is to perform an act of
predication which individuates p.
In this section I argue that the act theory of propositions cannot explain how
occurrent desires have propositional content: it is possible to come up with cases of
occurrent desire which are such that it is clear that the occurrent desire has a content,
but it is not clear how this can be explained by an act of predication. If a desire has a
call ‘entertaining’, but which they do not treat as an occurrent activity (see, for example, (Bach 1997,
Goodman forthcoming, Kamp 1990, Rattan 2016)). That is to say: it is standing mental states, not
occurrent attitudes, which have generally been the focus of discussion about intentionality (though
this is not without exception; see (Audi 1994, Bartlett 2017, Crane 2013, Goldman 1970)). The act
theory of content treats standing mental states as dispositions to undergo occurrent attitudes (Soames
2015, 2016). This version of what has been called ‘dispositionalism’ about mental states has some
general appeal in the philosophy of mind, especially among proponents of phenomenal intentionality
(see, for example, (Bourget 2010, Kriegel 2011, Searle 1983); see (Schiller forthcoming) for a recent
argument against this version of dispositionalism).
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content p but p is not performed by the agent undergoing that desire, then cognitive
contact does not come throught he performace of p. Again: this is a big deal for
anyone hoping to locate the source of the intentionality of mental states in occurrent
episodes of thinking.
First, I will give a case where the content of the desire and what it seems plausible
that an agent is predicating do not match. I will argue that the desiring something
can figure into an explanation of an agent’s rational action regardles of whether
they perform the proposition or not. Second, I will give a case where any number
of propositions seem to plausibly characterize an agent’s manifest desire, but it is
implausible that each of these represents a distinct cognitive act she is undergoing.
4.1 Mismatch Case
The act theory holds that occurrently desiring that a is F must involve an act of
predicating Fness of a (either in some committal sense, such as when we assert that
a is F , or some non-committal sense, such as when we merely entertain the thought
that a is F). At the very least, each of these involves an act of mentally referring to
a in combination with an expression of Fness. I do not deny that when we desire
something, we often consider that thing in one of the above ways. That is, I do not
deny that we often form a representation of that thing in an active thought. But I
hope to show that this is not constitutive of desire in the way that it is of forming
a judgment; these acts of mental combination are the expression of a desire that is
already manifest.
Let us start by looking at a very simple example in which someone has a
conscious occurrent desire that forms the basis of their acting in a certain way, but
where we cannot locate an associated act of predication.
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Cold Room: Imagine that I am lying in bed, but it is too cold in the
room for me to fall asleep. I struggle to determine what is preventing
me from falling asleep, and eventually realize that it is the fact that
I am so cold. I notice that the window is open, and so I get up and
close the window.
It seems like the following is true: in this case I can be correctly attributed with the
occurrent desire that the window be closed, and the occurrent desire that I be warm.
If I acted on the belief that I was cold, and with the intention of closing the window,
then these are the most plausible candidates for the desires I acted on. The desire
that the window be closed and the desire that I be warm are desires that I become
consciously aware of, and they are active in the sense that they affect my actions (I
get up and close the window).
But what reason is there for thinking that what makes it true that I desire that the
window be closed is the fact that I predicate being closed of the window (i.e., have
an occurrent thought about the window being closed)? It seems perfectly plausible
to say that I judge the window to be open, and judge myself to be cold, and further
that I judge the openness of the window to be the cause of my coldness. Because
being cold is incredibly uncomfortable for me, and this discomfort is something of
which I am aware, these judgments suffice – in combination with my affective state
– for making manifest my desire. Further, the states of affairs that these judgments
represent are in direct conflict with the satisfaction conditions of my desires.
But it does not seem plausible that I must perform an act of predication (either
committal or noncommittal) where I consider the window as closed, or myself as
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warm, and thereby manifest the desire.16 If we hold that an act of predication must
be conscious, or characterized by phenomenological properties, then it is clear why
this will be a compelling argument against the act theorist. What is consciously
present to the agent is that she is cold and that the window is open, and not the
content of her desire.
Nevertheless, an obvious response to ‘Cold Room’ is to point out that if an act
of predication can be non-conscious (as Soames claims), then perhaps the agent
non-consciously considers herself as warm after first judging herself as cold. First,
I think that this somewhat misses the point, which is that the representation of the
window as open, combined with the belief that it brings about a discomfort (being
cold while in bed) seems to be sufficient to manifest the occurrent desire. Second, If
we subtract an (unconscious) act of predication of warmth from the case, does this
change anything? The feeling of discomfort and a belief that the open window is its
source would still give rise to an active desire, in that these things would be enough
for an agent to act on.
What does it take for me to undergo an occurrent desire with the (representa-
tional) content that the window is closed? It does not take predication involving
that proposition. If I believe that the window is open, and I believe that this state of
affiars is the cause of my being cold, and being cold feels bad to me, then this seems
to suffice. Any consideration of what I want – via an act of predication – seems
necessarily to be manifesting, in thought, a consideration of my already present
desire (more on this in the next subsection).
16 It might be argued that I perform such an act, and that my manifest desire is is an evaluation of that
act. But this threatens regress: how could an evaluation of a state of affairs as something I want be
identical to – or be prior to – my wanting it?
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Often when we undergo a desire we do produce a thought of the thing desired.
And though this may reinforce the desire in some way, it is usually produced as
a result of the desire. The thought does not provide any motivational force for the
agent. It is pretty clear why thinking something is involved in believing it: thinking
(in the way we have described it) is a matter of displaying information to yourself in
much the same way as it is displayed to you in perception and speech. Predicating
is, in a way, mimicking the way that a property adheres to an object ‘in the world’.
The real issue here is that no act of combining object and property in thought
can itself serve to motivate action in the way that a desire does. To the extent that
judgments, commands, and considerations provide motivation for action, it is only
insofar as they serve to facilitate our achieving what we desire. A judgment that
a is F does not motivate in the way that desire does. I may entertain (or judge) a
as F and decide that this is something I desire, but then the desiring seems to be
something in addition to the entertaining / judging.
But considering what one desires – if this is taken to be an act of predication
– cannot itself serve as the fundamental motivating activity. An act of desire is
motivational – it motivates action. And an act of desire must motivate in the way that
it does because it represents as it does. An act of considering what one desires does
not motivate, except insofar as it might reinforce motivation that is already present.
What this case shows is that there is no act of predication (Soames’ entertaining
/ Hanks’ judging) in which the desire consists. Desiring something does not require
us to combine the aims of our actions in thought: I do not need to have a thought
about the window’s being closed or a thought about myself being warm. If I do have
such thoughts, it seems clear that they do not constitute the desire.17
17 If anything, they seem to act as a kind of immediate relief (or create a feedback loop).
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One might respond that I have raised an issue for propositionalism in general:
that this case shows that there is some issue for thinking a desire that a is F involves
representing the proposition that a is F. But this is not so. We might hold that the
occurrent desire in this case gets its content from an affective state (my discomfort)
interacting in a particular way with my cognitive system, which relates beliefs to
that affective state (it is caused by the window’s being open, etc.). Why not think
that this is sufficient for representation? There are many different ways that one can
get linked up to a proposition. All I have shown is that in order for a desire to have
the motivational force that it does, this requires that we get linked up to a proposition
via something other than an act of predication.
Rejecting the claim that desires relate us to propositions is a big bullet to bite.18
Desires often figure into our psychological explanations by virtue of relating to the
same kinds of objects as beliefs. As Sinhababu (2015) notes:19
Attributing desires is a good way to explain action, feeling, and
thought. Since the point of attributing mental states is to provide
psychological explanations, that two mental states play the same
explanatory role may cause us to treat them as the same in our
mental-state attributions. If this is right, propositionalism’s success
in fitting our same-desire attributions is grounded in its success in
providing good psychological explanations (Sinhababu 2015, 172).
18 Arguments have been raised that desires are not always propositional (Grzankowski 2014, Montague
2007). However such arguments (a) represent a minority position, and (b) typically advocate a
treatment of desire (as relating to objects rather than contents) that an act theory of content would
have no less trouble handling.
19 See also (Lewis 1979, Sinhababu 2013).
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I have raised an issue for the claim that our cognitive contact with propositions
always comes via an act of predication; i.e., combining object and property in
thought. On behalf of the propositionalist, I have also pointed out that cognitive
contact can be a manifestation of our affective as well as our cognitive capacities.
This does not require us to perform an act whereby we mentally combine the object
and property.
There are also ways of showing that the act theory has a problem explaining
the intentionality of bouletic attitudes which do not require appeal to a conscious
or affective notion of occurrent desire. Often a desire that p is made manifest in an
attempt to bring it about that p.20 A natural way to explain how we make desires
manifest, then, is to say that desiring that a is F involves making the Fness of a the
aim of possible action.21
But performing an act which makes the Fness of a part of your goals (and makes
manifest a desire) does not need to involve any sort of predication at all. Imagine
that I want to communicate to you the proposition that Rodrigo is red. One of my
aims – one of the desires that I act on – is that you understand Rodrigo to be red.
On many plausible accounts of communication, such a desire will be a constitutive
part of meaning something.22 When I utter ‘Rodrigo is red’, I have made it a part
of my goal in doing so that you entertain the proposition that Rodrigo is red, and I
20 Intending to Φ is often thought of as simply the combination of a desire that p and a belief that Φing
will bring p about (Anscombe 1963).
21 According to Soames’s account of the process of undergoing an occurrent belief, manifesting a belief
involves accepting the Fness of a as a ‘basis for possible action’ (Soames 2015, 18); so this seems to
be a natural fit for his position.
22 (Grice 1957) is the locus classicus for this position. Even those who reject such intentions as a
necessary condition on meaning can accept that these intentions often accompany successful speech
acts.
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act on a non-conscious, non-affective (but manifest and occurrent) desire that you
understand this proposition as being what I meant.
In performing this speech act, I have made manifest a desire for you to understand
what I have said (by making it a part of my goal in speaking). Nevertheless, it seems
incorrect to say that I mentally predicate, of you, that you understand or even
entertain what I say. Performing utterances are acts which individuate contents -
utterances are vehicles for predication (Hanks 2011). But to perform a meaningful
speech act does not require that a speaker predicate of her audience the property of
entertaining a content.23
4.2 Indeterminacy Case
Another problem arises when we consider cases in which someone has a general
desire, with multiple propositions plausibly serving as its content.24
Crab Cakes: I am waiting for the bus on a snowy day, planning on
taking the bus to a lunch party at a friend’s house. My friend has said
that she will be making her famous vegan crab cakes. Crab cakes
are my favorite thing to eat, and my friend’s vegan crab cakes taste
exactly like the real thing. As I stand at the bus stop I think about the
mouthwatering taste of the crab cakes, their crispy texture as you bite
into them, and the heaps of tartar sauce I will slather them in.
23 As Hanks (2015) notes, we predicate behaviorally as well as linguistically and mentally. Perhaps this
serves as a case of behavioral predication, because my behavior aims at getting you to understand
that Rodrigo is red. But without an associated mental activity, behavioral predication seems like a
trivial notion.
24 This is similar to an issue raised for linguistic attitudes in (Buchanan 2010).
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In this example, I am clearly undergoing an occurrent desire. There is something
that I want, and this motivational state shapes the nature of my imagining lunch.
But it seems like we could specify the contents of my desire in any of the following
ways:25
(10) a. I desire that I have vegan crab cakes for lunch.
b. I desire that my friend serve vegan crab cakes.
c. I desire vegan crab cakes.
d. I desire that I taste a vegan crab cake.
e. I desire that I taste a regular crab cake.
f. ...
There is something that I am looking forward to: a particular state of affairs that will
obtain when I get to my friend’s house. The anticipation of this state of affairs might
be thought of as a manifestation of my desire. But imagining and anticipating the
state of affairs is not my desiring it; on the contrary, these are things that I do because
I desire as I do. My desiring is a mental activity relating me to the state of affairs.
And this activity can be characterized in a number of different, truth-conditionally
non-equivalent ways.
25 One might respond that it is a general feature of the context-sensitivity of attitude ascriptions that
they do not always express a relation of cognitive contact (though see (Hawthorne & Manley 2012)
for some reason to reject this view). So, regardless of the agent’s actual desire (i.e. the actual relation
of cognitive contact she bears to a content), a multitude of different ascriptions will be felicitous.
That is, all of the desire ascriptions in (10) could be felicitous, but this does not mean that any of
them expresses the relation of cognitive contact she bears. I argue elsewhere that it is hard to come
up with a context such that first-person attitude ascriptions – like these – do not express relations of
cognitive contact (Schiller 2019).
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It is likely that there is no ‘best’ way of specifying my desire in this case.26 That
is, any of these different propositions seems like a perfectly good way of specifying
my desire. But the only act of predication I perform in relation to any of these comes
when I ascribe the desire of myself.
One option for the proponent of the act theory is to say that these are all discrete
desires that I perform. But consider my self-ascription that I want to have vegan crab
cakes for lunch. What makes this ascription true? The ascription is not made true by
the fact that I realize its contents in my head or say it out loud; it is made true by the
fact that I am undergoing some kind of affective process, in combination with the
fact that various of my beliefs relate me to the affective process in a particular way.
What seems to be going on is that I have a particular feeling I want to satisfy
(such as hunger, or a craving for something salty and crabby) and I believe that
eating vegan crab cakes for lunch will satisfy this particular feeling. As a result, what
I desire qua my undergoing a particular affective process and what someone with
different beliefs from me desires qua their undergoing an type-identical affective
process might be different.27 But this act of desire does not seem to be aimed at
one particular proposition: it would just as easily have been satisfied by my eating a
regular crab cake, for example.
As with the last case, we initially think that this case raises a problem for the
view that desires have propositional contents. Once again, this is not so. Each of
the contents in (10) is a truth-conditionally non-equivalent way of describing an
occurrent mental process I am undergoing. Now we ask: what is the content of the
desire itself, such that it admits of all of these different classifications?
26 Fara (2013) raises similar issues about desire.
27 This should not be controversial for anyone who thinks, for instance, that the contents of our thoughts
can depend in part on something going on external to those thoughts.
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I think there are many things that can be said here, but a natural thought is just
that this is a kind of derivative representation. I have a system of beliefs which
represent on the basis of my performing (or being disposed to perform) acts of
predication. These acts, in combination with whatever occurrent affective attitude I
undergo, connect me with propositional contents (like those in 11-15). It is in this
way that the occurrent desire represents; the attitude I undergo here motivates in the
way that it does because I represent as I do.
5 Conclusion
I do not think that the issues I have raised for the act theory – or any theory that treats
cognitive activity as the source of intentionality – necessarily outweigh the gains
such a theory makes in terms of explaining our cognitive contact with propositions.28
If not, then any theory of content which hopes to identify contents with cognitive
activity needs to address the fact that the kind of cognitive activity associated with
our attitudes can vary significantly across attitudes.
I will end by noting two ways in which the argument presented in this paper
might be seen to have more general implications.29 First, we might wonder if the
arguments given in the last section could be extended to a general argument against
act theories of standing mental content (rather than specifically targeting occurrent
desire). While I do not wish to rule something like this out, I do think that such an
extension would be difficult. As far as standing mental states are concerned, the act
theorist may simply appeal to a dispositional view of the content of these states if
28 See Collins 2018 and Speaks 2016a,b for other problems raised for act theories of content, to which I
can offer no simple solution.
29 Both of these points were raised to me by an anonymous reviewer.
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issues like the above can be raised for those states. Such an appeal is not available
when discussing occurrent attitudes. So this gap, at least, would need to be bridged.
Second, we might wonder if the issues raised here could be seen as issues for
a structured view of content in general. In § 4.2, for example, could the example
given perhaps be used to argue that structured propositions are not the right sort of
thing to play the role of the object of our occurrent attitudes?30 I think there may be
some compelling reason to think that this is so - intuitively, it does not seem to me
as though the agent in the case in § 4.2 has a propositional attitude at all.
If this is the case, then what does this mean for the act theory? The act theorist
might say that these are true reports that don’t really characterize. That that clauses
do not need to give us relata for cognitive verbs like desiring / wanting. If this is the
case then propositional content plays a limited roll in our cognitive lives. It is an
activity we perform, but not the only kind of activity that is representational.
In a way, this may undercut some of the motivation for the view, which is to
explain what representation is. Even if desires are non-propositional, they still rep-
resent. Thus, while our representational capacities may involve the performance of
intentional activities, these performances will not be constitutive of mental represen-
tation. They may explain how content gets its structure – an important achievement,
if so – but further explanation is needed.
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